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Instrument Tray
Fits into sockets

at corners of table.

Large surface
46" x 21" stainless steel  

with anti-drip edge.

This 2-in-1 Olympic Treatment Table is a convenient easy-roll 
gurney. You can use this table for treating and prepping and can 
also easily roll your patients to x-ray, surgery, recovery, or any 
area in your hospital – even outdoors. Unlike most treatment 
tables that are so heavy and hard to roll that they are practically 
stationary, the Olympic 2-in-1 Treatment Table rolls and steers 
easily. It’s lightweight, has large casters, and a push bar. 

For more efficient treatment, this Olympic table has an optional 
IV Pole, Laptop/Monitor Tray and an Instrument Tray that fit into 
sockets at the corners of the table. When the table is used for 
transport, the mounted accessories can quickly be removed or 
travel with the patient.

In addition, there are 2 foot switches, one on each side of 
the table. This saves time for you and your assistant. The 
rechargeable electric lift can be adjusted from near floor level 
to a tall 38" so you can work comfortably standing or seated.

This is the Treatment Table for the modern hospital. It’s multi-
purpose, offers useful accessories, and rolls easily wherever  
you need it.

A combination... Treatment Table and Easy-roll Gurney

Large Casters
Roll without effort.

2 Foot Switches
Saves time, convenient.

Push Bar
For rolling and steering.

Tie-down Cleats
Under table 3 on each side.

IV Pole
Fits into sockets  

at corners of table.Rechargeable
One overnight charge powers  
table for up to 2 weeks of use.

Laptop Tray
Securely holds any 
size laptop.

Easy-Roll Gurney
Safer for patients  
and caregivers.

Olympic 2-in-1 Treatment TableTM
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Combination treatment table and easy-roll gurney

360º patient access 
The Olympic 2-in-1 Treatment Table 
provides full access to the patient from 4 
sides for fast and thorough examinations, 
and the large stainless steel surface includes 
4 tie-down cleats on each side for restraint 
or positioning

Ergonomic comfort 
The lightweight design, large hospital grade 
casters and comfortable push bar combine 
to make this table easy to navigate. And 
drop-in sockets allow for full customization 
so both a veterinarian and technician can 
work in complete comfort.  

Adjustable height 
Adjust from near-floor 12” height to a tall 
38” so you can work seated or standing. 
Smooth, quiet electric lift. 250 lb weight 
capacity. 2 foot switches for convenience.

Customize with any  
combination of Olympic accessories

The Olympic 2-in-1 Treatment Table includes 4 drop-in sockets that 
support a choice of Olympic accessories including an IV Pole, Instrument 
Tray, Laptop Tray and LED Procedure Light.

All accessories can be removed for full 360° patient access and can be 
added at any time during an exam to transform the table into a full-
service treatment table, minimizing patient stress.

LED Procedure Light
Adjustable brightness 
and focus. One-handed 
adjustability.

Instrument Tray
On swing-arm. Fits sockets at 
4 corners. Instruments always 
at your fingertips. 13" x 10".

IV Pole
Drops into sockets. No tools 
required. Sturdy design 
holds IV bag and fluid pump. 
Bag holder aligns with long 
dimension of table so it will 
not bind on doorways.

Laptop Tray
Your laptop is securely held 
on a special swing-arm so it's 
just where you want it. Can 
be quickly moved to another 
drop-in socket.

Specifications 
Tabletop dimensions – 21" x 46"
Overall dimensions – 21" x 51" (to end of pushbar)
Patient lift capacity – 250 lbs
Height range – 12" to 38"
Tie-down cleats – 3 on each side
Casters – Large 5", full swivel, locking
Net weight – 85 lbs
Electrical – Long-life battery charges on 120V/60Hz
Sockets – Includes 4 accessory sockets

3-year Olympic Warranty. All parts and labor.

Accessories
Can be ordered separately

IV Pole ................................................................. Model 51081
Swiveling Instrument Tray .................................Model 51612
Ultra-Bright LED Procedure Light ................... Model 50970
Advanced LED Procedure Light ...................... Model 50971
Swiveling Laptop/Monitor Tray ........................Model 51615
Headrest Extender ............................................ Model 50782
for 2-in-1 Treatment Table.

Olympic 2-in-1 Treatment Table .........................Model 50702
With IV Pole, Push Bar, and Swiveling Instrument Tray.

Olympic 2-in-1 Treatment Table - Complete .....Model 50704
With IV Pole, Push Bar, Swiveling Instrument Tray, and Swiveling 
Laptop Tray.

Olympic 2-in-1 Treatment Table - Base .............Model 50706
With Push Bar

Order From Your Distributor

Colkowsk
PV Blue Square


